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Your students are changing. Technology is changing. The idea of the Ã¢â‚¬Å“classroomÃ¢â‚¬Â• is

changing. Now, the way your students learn French can change as well!    Inspiration. Confidence.

Authenticity. At McGraw-Hill, we have conducted thousands of hours of research into student and

instructor behavior and needs. Over and over, French instructors stressed they want their students

to be inspired by classroom interactions and by the content of assigned materials. Only then can

they experience language learning in ways that build confidence. A final desire is for students to

engage with linguistically and culturally authentic materials. The intersection of these key themes

provides the path to the ultimate goal that instructors share: a foundation in communicative

competence.   McGraw-Hill is proud to present En avant! a program that breaks the mold of

traditional French programs. Its integrated approach to authentic culture, individualized learning

plans, and systematic recycling inspires students and gives them the confidence to develop their

communicative competence in French.
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The shipping was incredible. It was the second to last book I ordered yet it came second. The book

was new as described but not "out of the box" new, so it didnt come with a Learnsmart code which

is what I needed mostly.

Good start. Clear with practice.

It's a fairly decent textbook for the beginner French student. Our class uses this in conjunction with

the online workbook on Centro. Both together, do a good job of teaching French.

I bought this book for my french class, this is the book we needed. The book came in really good

conditions. I have to admit that it does a great job at explaining. I didn't have a difficult time in class

thanks to this book. I got an A .. and learning a language is not easy, but a good explanation makes

things easier.

First off it's a text book and I'm not a huge fan of those, so... There were lots of mistakes and

obsolete terms and such. My french teacher was constantly correcting them. Although probably



98% of the book was correct and at least halfway interesting.

It is a very good book for French beginners!

Good book. Was a required text for a college French class. Some of the homework in the class

confused the sections, but that was not the book's fault.Lots of vocabulary and a good introduction

to the grammar. READ it.

This textbook was in a pretty excellent condition and it does help beginners with french. There's

many important stuff in this textbook to learn if you really want to leRn the french language.
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